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A reader says and asks: From my understanding Source or the Creator is a gestalt of consciousness,
unless the committee wants to further elaborate on that. Is Source aware of other gestalts of
consciousness or has Source ever pondered if there is more than the "One". I know Source is answering
the question of what it is like to be many through us but is there consciousness like Source that is not
Source?
The Committee reply: First define gestalt and source as you understand and use these words.
The reader expands:
From my understanding a gestalt is a whole that is more than the sum of its parts
and as for Source I understand it to be consciousness that is creative and infinite and in the process of
discovering itself and I understand Source as being a gestalt. To be honest I'm still trying to figure out
what Source is :)
I think we are all source so we're all one anyway but we are also many and gestalt is one way of
describing source. But okay now I also want to understand why is source? For instance, why does source
exist? Does source know why or has source ever pondered that and tried figuring it out?
C:

"Greetings again and a good appetite we wish all to whom barbecue shall and has come.

"All assemblies are a greater thing than mathematical totals, for if not, they would not become a total. A
sum of numbers is also more than the value of the components added, so this idea a gestalt is a whole
greater than the sum of its parts is true, self evident and the core of existence.
"There is no difference between this concept and source, which exists only as a function of detachment.
Humans see themselves either upriver or downstream from the lake, headwaters or reservoir. This view is
a function of human journeys.
"There is no '…Source aware of other gestalts of consciousness' or concept such as 'has Source ever
pondered if there is more than the 'One' ? Who ponders? What is the One?
"There exist many universes. We occupy one and we cannot travel to others and back to this one the way
travel between houses, planets and galaxies can be done.
"Universes are places of physical existence, with hard elements subject to the forces of vibrations which
are only slowly changes by mental thought.
"Allow us to define 'we' which means: all energetic beings, physical beings which carry a soul, which is
an incarnated energetic being and the physical places which interact with the physical beings.
You come to mankind and live as a human from the realm of energetic beings, which is your essence and
true, natural existence.

"This is permanent, forever and has always existed. You choose to be part of a universe and while it exists
you remain a part. You may remain the energetic being you naturally are, you may choose a physical life
in many ways and forms and if you desire, you may switch universes. When this is done, the prior
universe is lost for you; if any project you have undertaken remains incomplete, that effort is wasted and
lost permanently. You always have the will and ability to work, build or buy a house and throw it away if
you choose, however how many of you go this way?
"Why is the commitment to a universe required and activity there lost if left unfinished? Because this is
the nature of a universe, to pass through cycles of development, expansion, collapse then rebirth. If you
do not remain a part of the development and expansion to the outer limit of the plan, you cannot be reborn
into the subsequent cycle.
"You cannot add a higher floor to a building until the lower levels are complete and ready to support it.
Physical gravity is the manifestation of the structure of the universe.
"Source as humans use this word refers to your beginning and ending in both this universe and all
universes, which have been, are and will come. This is the place of your origin and destination, from you
come and will return.
"Consciousness, individually and collectively, all derives from this same place, because all of you create
this place. The universes, galaxies, stars, planets and all things in each of them are your collective
creation to explore, develop and know individually. For the greater benefit of all is built upon the greater
benefit of one.
"To this origin, core and pith of existence refers the word 'one'.
"Why is there source? Why is there the one? This question is backwards; why are there parts, pieces and
places different? Because you and I and we have made them. We can all unmake them. We can eliminate
the universes all together and all at once, if we choose as a group. We as a group created the universes,
each of which contains all there is, temporarily separated from the whole to allow separate courses of
development.
"The desire to know your soul, your higher self, the names of all angels, ghosts, archangels, saints, gods
and all places and things you cannot see, touch or feel is because you remember who you are, from where
you come and to where you will return.
"You have chosen to incarnate, as you read these words so you are among the bravest and most
adventurous of energetic beings. The many of us look around, examine, visit, experience and test the
many things set into creation, change and development in the galaxy. The minority seek to experiment, to
take the dark plunge into chance, hazard, pleasure, gain, loss and hope which the limits of physical life
offer.
"You are the alien extraterrestrials to the alien extraterrestrials you loathe, fear, love and want but the both
of you are the same essence, same energy and same thing wrapped in unique circumstances of both
individual and collective creation. You all return to an energetic existence, and greet again your fellow
souls, angels, archangels and all things which came to make this universe with you.
"You exist here to visit the differences.
"Your consciousness, source, gestalt and place among the one embraces and includes them all, no matter
how many of few are created, lived and learned.
"When can you go to this source? You are there now. You have just spoken with God and discovered,
God is you. By your reading you have listened, thus spoken. Your thoughts have been read and great
smile spreads across the face of every being. We bid you a brief farewell, do return soon, as shall we.

